[ Public Art Hunt ]

Using the attached list and map, locate TEN examples of public art in the downtown/Embarcadero neighborhood of San Francisco. Sketch the art and fill in the information about it. A maximum of EIGHT examples may be from the sculpture gardens at the Embarcadero Center and Maritime Plaza.
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Artist:
Title:
Date:
Location:
Medium:
Environment:
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Artist:
Title:
Date:
Location:
Medium:
Environment:
Maritime Plaza: Clay St. @ Davis St.

Marino Marini Bronze Horse
Charles Perry Icosaspirale

Henry Moore Standing Figure Knife Edged
Jan Peter Stern Limits of Horizon II

Embarcadero Center: Sacramento St. @ Davis St.

Will Gutman Two Columns with Wedge
Nicholas Schoffer Chronos XIV
Jean Dubuffet La Chiffoniere
Ruth Asawa Aurora

Armand Vaillancourt Fountain
Louis Nevelson Sky Tree
John C. Portman Jr. The Tulip

The Universality of Wisdom: Battery St. and Sacramento St.

George Rickey Annular Eclipse: 560 Mission St. (between 1st. and 2nd.)
Claes Oldenburg Cupid’s Span: Embarcadero @ Folsom
Richard Deacon Not Out of the Woods Yet: 500 Howard @ 1st
Vito Acconci Promenade Ribbon Project: Embarcadero from Northpoint to Townsend
Steve Gilman Bay Bench: Embarcadero @ Pier 7
David Tolerton Crown Zellerbach Building Fountain: 1 Bush St.